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ABSTRACT
Current Application Specific Instruction set Processor
(ASIP) design methodologies are mostly based on itera-
tive architecture exploration that uses Architecture Descrip-
tion Languages (ADLs) and retargetable software develop-
ment tools. However, for improved design efficiency, ad-
ditional pre-architecture exploration tools are required to
help narrow-down the huge design space and making coarse-
grained Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) decisions before
detailed ADL modeling. Extensive application code pro-
filing is the key in such early design stages. Based on a
novel code instrumentation technology, we present a micro-
profiling approach that fills the current gap between source-
level and instruction-level profilers and combines their ad-
vantages w.r.t. speed and accuracy. We show how the micro-
profiler is embedded into an advanced ASIP design flow and
justify its use in a case study to design an MP3 decoder
ASIP.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.1.3 [Processor
Architectures]: Other Architecture Styles

General Terms: Design, Performance

Keywords: Customizable Processors, ASIPs, Profiling,
Codesign

1. INTRODUCTION
The need for high efficiency, combined with time-to-

market pressure, are among the most important challenges
in embedded system design today. Therefore, programmable
and customizable ASIPs have become an attractive imple-
mentation technology [1, 2]. They offer efficiency and short
design cycles at the same time. In contrast to off-the-shelf
processor cores, ASIPs show dedicated functional units and
machine instructions that speed up execution of the ”hot
spots” in a given application. For instance, a processor for
DSP applications generally shows MAC units, dual mem-
ory banks, and address generation hardware, while a Net-
work Processor provides instructions for fast data packet
manipulation, routing table lookup etc. Simultaneously, the
flexibility of programmable processors facilitates IP reuse
and reduces the design risk. Recent results indicate that by
extending a processor only with a few application-specific
custom instructions one can accelerate code execution enor-
mously at a very low area overhead [3, 4, 5].

Consequently, the amount of ASIP-related products in
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the IP and EDA industries has grown significantly in the
last years. Companies like Tensilica (Xtensa), ARC (Tan-
gent), CoWare (LISATek), and Target (Chess/Checkers) of-
fer extensible cores and/or design tools for tuning proces-
sors towards given applications, and also IP vendors like
ARM (OptimoDE) and MIPS (CorExtend) have extended
their portfolio towards customizable processors. From the
research perspective, significant focus has recently been on
tools for automatic synthesis or customization of ASIP in-
struction set architectures (ISAs) (e.g. [6, 7]), and first com-
mercial offerings have been announced in that area, too, e.g.
Tensilica’s XPRES technology as well as Stretch’s software-
configurable S5000 processor.

In accordance with Amdahl’s Law, in order to make the
frequent case fast, it is key in ASIP design to identify the hot
spots in the application code, and to remove bottlenecks in
the processor architecture correspondingly, e.g. by providing
dedicated functional units and machine instructions. This
requires extensive application code profiling. Profiling can
take place at the source code (C/C++) level or at the as-
sembly level. Though C-level profiling is a well accepted
methodology, it still leaves a large gap to the actual im-
plementation in the form of instructions executed on an
architecture, which means low profiling accuracy. On the
other hand, instruction-level profiling requires that at least
a model (or virtual prototype) of the architecture, includ-
ing an instruction set simulator, is already at hand during
the time of architecture exploration. However, developing
the detailed virtual prototype is already a time-consuming
task. Given that ASIP design frequently starts with a plain
C/C++ specification of the application and potentially a
partially predefined or legacy IP core, it is desirable to pro-
vide ”pre-architecture” exploration capabilities in order to
narrow the huge design space, so as to increase design pro-
ductivity.

The contribution of this paper is a novel fine-grained pro-
filing technology, intended to bridge the gap between tradi-
tional C-level and assembly-level profiling, while combining
advantages of both w.r.t. flexibility, speed, and accuracy.
The proposed micro-profiler is conceived as a part of a work-
bench that guides the ASIP designer in early stages before
committing to a detailed architecture. In addition, collected
profiling statistics can be exported to instruction synthesis
tools for further processing.

After a discussion of related work in section 2, the micro-
profiling approach and its integration into the design flow
are described in more detail in section 3, while section 4
outlines the implementation and section 5 presents the ways
to export, view and use collected profiling information. In
section 6, experimental results and application case studies
are given, while section 7 concludes and mentions current
limitations and future work.

2. RELATED WORK
The most widespread type of profiling is source code level
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profiling, mostly for C/C++ code. Standard tools like GNU
gprof/gcov can be used in connection with C compilers to
generate statistics about CPU time spent in different func-
tions as well as execution frequencies of code lines. Such
tools are traditionally used to optimize the application code
itself by rewriting the hot spots for more efficient execution
on the target machine. More recently, source-level profil-
ing is also being adopted in ASIP design flows, in order to
identify code fragments that benefit from hardware support
via custom instructions. For the latter purpose, however,
source-level profiling is not the ideal choice, due to the high
abstraction level of C code:

1. Depending on the programming style, a single line of C
code may consist of a number of different operations
that map to many instructions at the machine code
level. Hence, the granularity of C-level profiling is too
coarse for ASIP ISA design.

2. In high-level languages like C/C++, many operations
are implicit and not visible to the source-level profiler.
This concerns e.g. implicit address computations and
memory accesses, pointer scaling, and type casts. All
of these are relevant for ISA design but are not cap-
tured at the C level.

3. A typical C compiler performs numerous optimizing
transformations on the code. Statements may be re-
arranged for better performance, and operations may
be substituted or even completely eliminated. These
effects are neglected during C-level profiling, possibly
leading to erroneous ISA design decisions.

Profiling can also be performed at the assembly code level.
Such profilers are mostly machine-specific (e.g. SpixTool [8]
for SPARC or VTune [9] for Intel architectures, cf. [10] for
an overview). Other tools, such as LISATek [11] include re-
targetable assembly-level profilers, based on an ADL model
of the target machine. While this type of profiling is defi-
nitely fine-grained enough for ISA design, it requires a de-
tailed architecture model, from which an ISA simulator with
an embedded profiler can be generated. Moreover, despite
significant progress in instruction set simulation technology
[12, 13], the speed gap of simulation vs. native compiled C
code execution is still several orders of magnitude. Hence,
assembly-level profiling is by far not as efficient as its source-
level counterpart.

Our approach aims at combining the advantages of both
classical profiling technologies, i.e., high speed and accu-
racy. The key idea is to apply source-level profiling, yet
precisely counting all primitive operations during execution
of an application. As outlined later, further dynamic exe-
cution statistics relevant for ASIP ISA design can be deter-
mined, too. Two recent works come close to this concept.
The SIT toolkit [14] performs fine grained C-level profiling
by exploiting C++ operator overloading capabilities. How-
ever, different C operators with similar instruction-level se-
mantics are still counted separately. For instance, this con-
cerns pointer indirection (”*ptr”), as well as array (”[]”) and
structure access (”->”), even though all of these eventually
map to ”LOAD” instructions. Moreover, logical operations
(”&&, ||”) are not lowered to the instruction level, causing
potentially misleading profiling results. Similar restrictions
apply to the retargetable SpecC profiler presented in [15].
Though that profiler has a larger scope than ours, e.g. ex-
plicitly covering component communication costs, its gran-
ularity w.r.t. counting primitive, assembly-like operations is
relatively coarse.

3. MICRO-PROFILING APPROACH
The proposed micro-profiler (µP) is part of an advanced

ASIP design flow that builds on state-of-the-art ADL based
architecture exploration tools like [11, 16] (fig. 1). We as-
sume the application C source code is given, and an ASIP
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Figure 1: µP in an enhanced ADL based ASIP de-
sign flow

needs to be designed or customized for the application. In
the pre-architecture stage, the designer needs to determine
key dynamic execution statistics for early decisions on the
ISA and the memory subsystem. This includes e.g. opera-
tion execution frequencies, cache hit rates, frequently used
C data types together with their dynamic min/max values,
as well as bit width of arithmetic operands and constants.
Obviously, these data are extremely helpful in selecting the
right accelerator functional units or designing an initial ISA.
The µP determines these data by executing the C applica-
tion code on the host, after automatic instrumentation as
described in section 4.

The collected statistics may be used in two ways. A GUI
front end of the µP presents the data to the designer in tab-
ular and graphical form. In this scenario, the µP acts as
a stand-alone workbench tool, guiding the designer during
development of an initial ADL processor model. A set of re-
targetable software tools are then automatically generated
from the ADL model for fine-grained (micro-architecture
level) design space exploration. The final hardware imple-
mentation is developed (or automatically generated from the
ADL model) if all the design constraints are met. In an-
other (more automated) usage scenario, the profiling data
are passed to an ISA synthesis tool. This tool, the detailed
description of which is beyond the scope of this paper, ap-
plies an optimization algorithm similar to [6] in order to
synthesize a limited number of complex custom machine
instructions for highest speedup, based on a weighted op-
eration execution profile. It generates ADL code for cus-
tom instructions that can be linked to existing ADL proces-
sor templates, e.g. a RISC core. This offers a direct path
to micro-architecture level exploration and implementation
with existing tools.

4. µP IMPLEMENTATION
Like most profilers, the µP is based on code instrumenta-

tion, i.e. it inserts additional code into the original C code.
This code does not modify the program semantics, but only
maintains internal data structures and counters for collect-
ing profiling data during execution of the compiled and in-
strumented application. In order to overcome the problems
of traditional C-level profilers mentioned in section 2, we
apply different techniques from compiler construction:

1. The original C code is lowered to Three Address Code.
Each line of such code contains at most one operation,
which enhances the profiling granularity. We use the
LANCE compiler [17] to generate an executable three
address Intermediate Representation (IR) in C syn-
tax. In order to minimize the execution time overhead
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IncrBBExeCnt ();
if (flag) goto LL1;

// Explicit address generation
t1 = (char *)a;
// Constant propagation and
// folding of (p*2*sizeof(float))
// to 40
t2 = 40 + t1;
t3 = (float *)t2;
// Explicit memory access
t4 = *t3
IncrBBExeCnt ();
goto LL2;

LL1: t4 = b;
IncrBBExeCnt();

LL2:  f = t4;
IncrBBExeCnt ();

(b)

int p, flag; float b, a[20];  /* line1 */
p = 5;                        /* line2 */
f = (flag)? b:(a[p * 2]);     /* line3 */

(a)

Figure 2: (a) Example C code and (b) Correspond-
ing instrumented three address IR

of instrumented vs. original C code, the µP inserts in-
strumentation code whenever possible only at the end
of each basic block. This code maintains aggregate
counters for the entire block, while still being able to
reconstruct statement-true information.

2. In the three address code, all primitive C-level oper-
ations, including type casts, pointer scaling etc. are
made explicit and hence can be profiled like regular
operations. All high-level operations are appropri-
ately lowered to a canonical form, e.g. all memory ac-
cesses, including global variables, arrays, and structs,
are mapped to explicit LOAD/STORE operations via
pointers.

3. By exploiting the built-in standard code optimizations
(e.g. constant propagation, dead code elimination) of
LANCE that operate on the three address code, the
µP can already emulate many code transformations
likely to be performed later in the target specific C
compiler. This increases the profiling accuracy.

Figure 2 shows a piece of C code and the corresponding
three address IR to highlight the limitations of profiling at
C source code level. The example code, in figure 2.(a), has
embedded control flow due to the ?: operator, hidden com-
putations in the address generation of a[p * 2] and a load
operation due to the array access. A source level profiler will
not be able to profile these in detail. Since the execution
frequencies of lines 2 and 3 are always same, a source level
profiler will report them to be equally contributing to the
application’s run time, whereas in reality, line 3 is costlier.

Profiling at IR level solves these problems by the lower-
ing operation. As can be seen from figure 2.(b), the control
flow, address computation and memory access are explicit
in the IR. It also prevents any false prediction by running
high-level optimizations such as the propagation of the con-
stant definition of p in line 2 in figure 2.(a) to the next line
and then folding the expression p * 2 to a constant. These
optimizations ensure that the corresponding multiplication
is not counted.

In the µP work-flow, a C application is run through the
LANCE front end and code instrumenter, successively, to
generate the instrumented code. The instrumented code con-
tains IR code intermingled with extra function calls (such
as the IncrBBExeCnt in figure 2) to collect profiling infor-
mation. The definitions of these functions are available in a
profiler library that performs the task of book-keeping dur-
ing application execution. Since the instrumented code is a
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Figure 3: A GUI snapshot

subset of ANSI C, it can be easily compiled using any stan-
dard C compiler such as gcc making the whole system fully
portable to any host system. The compiled code can then
be linked with the profiler library and executed on the host
machine to obtain profiling data.

5. EXPORTING AND USING PROFILING
INFORMATION

5.1 Profiling options
The µP, as a stand-alone tool, produces a large amount

of data which is then parsed and presented in convenient,
user-readable forms such as tables, pie and bar-charts in a
Graphical User Interface (GUI). A snapshot of the GUI is
presented in figure 3.

The µP can be run with a variety of profiling options that
can be configured through the GUI. These options are listed
below :

1. Operator execution frequencies: Execution count
for each C operator per C data type in different func-
tions and globally. This can help designers to decide
which functional units should be included in the final
architecture.

2. Occurrences, execution frequencies and bit
widths of immediates: This allows designers to de-
cide the ideal bit width for integral immediate values
and optimal instruction word length.

3. Conditional branch execution frequencies and
average jump lengths: This allows designers to take
decisions in finalizing branch support hardware (such
as branch prediction schemes, length of jump addresses
in instruction words, zero-overhead loops etc.).

4. Dynamic value ranges of integral C data types:
Helps designers to take decisions on data bus, register
file and functional unit bit widths. For example, if
the dynamic value range of integers is between 17 and
3031, then it is more efficient to have 16-bit, rather
than 32-bit register files and functional units.

Apart from the above functionalities, µP can also be used
to obtain cycle count estimates and execution frequency in-
formation for C source lines to detect application hot spots.

5.2 Profiling for optimal data-cache hierarchy
design

The continually increasing performance gap between pro-
cessors and memory systems has made memory hierarchy
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configuration too important a task to be left alone for later
stages of architecture design. Architectural performance is
heavily dependent on cache behavior and average memory
access latency for an application. Like many other dynamic
execution characteristics of an application, the processor-
memory traffic can also be monitored at the C source code
level using µP. This information can be used in deciding
the optimal cache hierarchy configuration at an early design
phase by using cache simulation techniques.

The µP based cache simulation framework uses the well-
known trace-driven cache simulation technique [18]. A C
application is instrumented in such a way that it gener-
ates a memory trace containing addresses and types (i.e.
read/write) of all data memory accesses during execution.
The generated trace is simulated using the freely available
trace-driven dineroIV [19] cache simulator. The frame-
work allows the user to experiment with different cache-
hierarchies and cache parameters (such as associativity,
block size, cache size etc.) easily and quickly. The col-
lected cache miss statistics can be used to decide an optimal
memory system for the application in consideration.

In a real processor, data memory accesses can arise from
five sources :

1. accessing local scalar variables/function parameters
placed on function stack

2. register spilling

3. stack build-up and clean-up in function prologue/ epi-
logue

4. global/static scalar variables access

5. local/global array element/structure field access or
pointer dereferencing.

The majority of the memory accesses result from the last
two cases. Since LANCE lowers all global/static accesses,
array element and structure field accesses to pointer derefer-
ences, the number of memory accesses and the correspond-
ing memory addresses can be easily profiled by adding in-
strumentation code before any pointer dereference operation
in the three address IR. For usual RISC machines with large
general purpose register banks, register spills are extremely
rare and normally most of local scalar variables/function
arguments can be fit into registers. Therefore, their contri-
bution to the total data memory traffic is minimal. Since
the data-cache behavior for any application depends on the
memory access patterns (and not the actual memory ad-
dresses), memory traces obtained on a general purpose host
machine mimics the cache behavior of an ASIP fairly accu-
rately (as will be seen in subsection 6.2).

6. RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
In order to evaluate the usefulness of the µP for ASIP

design, we have done a number of experiments. The first
two subsections focus on the speed and accuracy of µP w.r.t.
Instruction Set Simulation (ISS) which is a prerequisite for
it being used in early design space exploration. The last
subsection shows how the tool can be used to customize an
ASIP for a particular application.

6.1 Profiling speed
For fast design space exploration, the µP instrumented

code needs to be at least as fast as the ISS of any arbitrary
architecture. Preferably, it should be as fast as code gener-
ated by the underlying host compiler, such as gcc. Figure
4 (not drawn to scale) compares average speeds of instru-
mented code vs. gcc (version 2.95.3) generated code, and a
fast compiled MIPS instruction accurate ISS (generated us-
ing LISATek tool suite, [11]) for the different configurations
of µP.

As can be seen, the speed goals are achieved. The ba-
sic profiling options slow down instrumented code execution
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vs. gcc by a factor of only 3. More advanced profiling op-
tions increase execution time significantly. However, even in
the worst case, the instrumented code is almost an order of
magnitude faster than ISS.

6.2 Profiling accuracy
Figure 5 shows the accuracy of µP based memory sim-

ulation for an ADPCM speech codec w.r.t. the LISATek
on-the-fly [11] memory simulator (integrated into the MIPS
ISS). The memory hierarchy in consideration has only one
cache level with associativity 1 and block size of 4 bytes.
The miss rates for different cache sizes have been plotted for
both memory simulation strategies. As can be seen from the
comparison, µP can almost accurately predict the miss rate
for different cache sizes. This remains true as long as there
is no or little overhead due to standard C library function
calls. Since µP does not instrument library functions, the
memory accesses inside binary functions remain un-profiled.
This limitation can also be overcome if the standard library
source code is compiled using µP.
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Figure 5: Miss-rate comparison between LISATek-
on-the-fly and µP based cache simulation

The accuracy of µP in correctly estimating the cycle
counts and execution frequencies of different operators for
arbitrary target architectures is also of great importance.
The cycle counts estimated by µP can be used to identify
hot spots in an application or aid the instruction set special-
ization process. This is useful when the user is customizing
an ASIP rather than designing one from scratch.

µP can be configured to obtain cycle count data of a par-
tially predefined customizable architecture by using a rudi-
mentary retargeting technique where a user configurable cy-
cle count weight is assigned to each combination of C op-
erators and types. Moreover, the user can also expand a C
< operator, type > pair to a list of other < operator, type >
pairs. For example, a negation operation can be mapped to
a logical complement followed by an addition if the target
architecture performs negation in this manner. Our tech-
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nique is similar to the system-level performance estimation
strategies presented in [22, 23] which are quite elaborate
and more accurate, but are not conceived to guide the ASIP
design process through profiling.

For an application consisting of n IR statements the cycle
count estimate is given by the formula1:

Cycles = Σn
i=1E(Si) × W (Si)

where E(Si) and W (Si) are the execution count and
weight, respectively, for statement Si. Figure 6 shows the
relative cycle counts reported by cycle accurate ISS of a
small RISC machine and µP (with and without running high
level IR optimizations) normalized to ISS reported cycle
count values. The average deviation from ISS without high
level optimizations is 27%. But when high level LANCE
optimizations are run on the IR code, the average deviation
becomes much smaller (11%). This indicates that the µP
can be fairly accurate in reporting cycle counts if it is prop-
erly configured to mimic the behavior of an optimizing C
compiler for arbitrary architectures. It also highlights where
source level profilers can go wrong in predicting application
hot spots.
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Figure 7 shows the operator count comparisons obtained
from MIPS instruction accurate simulation and instru-
mented code for the ADPCM benchmark. For the sake of
convenience and brevity, we have subdivided the C opera-
tors into 5 categories. As can be readily seen, the average
deviation from ISS is reasonable in this case, too. Moreover,

1This applies mainly to RISC like single instruction issue
processors. For multiple instruction issue processors, the
code instrumenter has to statically analyze the potential
amount of parallelism for higher accuracy.

the average deviation is lower (23%) with IR optimizations
than without (36%).

6.3 Case study
The case study for µP has been to implement a small

ASIP for well known mpeg-layer3 (MP3) audio decoding.
We extracted the frame decoding kernel of the code (around
800 C source lines) from a publicly available implementation
[20] of the standard. Around 80% of execution time, in any
average run, is spent inside this kernel code.

We decided to customize a simple processor2 for this appli-
cation kernel using inputs from µP. We used automatically
generated (by LISATek generators) software tools (C com-
piler, assembler, linker, loader, instruction set simulator)
and hardware model for easy modification and comparison
of results for different processor configurations. The original
processor has 32-bit instruction words, 32-bit integer data
type and functional units.

We started the exploration process by running the ker-
nel through µP for several randomly selected frames, and
analyzed the profiling data. Depending on the profiling in-
formation we introduced changes in the architectural model.
After each incremental change, we obtained new cycle count
and code size figures by retargeting the software tools, and
obtained area and clock period information by synthesiz-
ing the generated hardware model using gate level synthesis
tools (with a 0.18µ library).

integral float pointer Total
(%) (%) (%) (%)

arithmetic 45 23 100 41
logical/bitwise 1 0 0 1
multiplication 14 18 0 12
comparison 22 2 0 2
load/store 18 57 0 34

Table 1: Average operator execution frequencies for
frame decoding obtained via µP

As the first design step, we decided to analyze the av-
erage execution frequencies of different C operators in the
kernel. The collected data are summarized in table 1. As
can be readily seen, there is a considerable number of sin-
gle precision floating point operations in the kernel. Our
selected architecture, without an FPU, needed to emulate
each floating point operation in software. Experiments with
a floating point emulation library [21] indicated that such
emulation could be at least two orders of magnitude slower
than hardware implementation. µP generated cycle count
figures suggested that, with a 100 times slower floating point
emulator, around 60M cycles would be required to decode
one single frame at 192 kbps bit rate. Therefore, to play 38
frames per second (as required by the MP3 standard) the
processor would need 2280 M cycles per second, resulting in
a very high clock frequency. This instantly suggested that a
single precision FPU must be added to the architecture to
meet the real-time constraints of the application.

Since inclusion of an FPU is costly in terms of area, we
decided to defer this step and look for some other area sav-
ing optimizations. Analysis of the immediate value ranges,
dynamic value ranges, branch profiling information and op-
erator execution frequencies revealed some more useful data
summarized below:

1. The integer comparisons are almost entirely due to the
>= operator. This data immediately suggested elimi-
nation of all comparison operations except >= from the
original ISA.

2. Bulk (more than 98%) of the immediate integral val-
ues, used in different operations, needed less or equal

2This simple processor is a basic RISC written in LISA 2.0
language [11]. It is called LTRISC and comes with the stan-
dard LISATek distribution.
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to 8 bits for representation. Therefore, we decided
to have only 8-bit immediates in the instruction set
(rather than 12 and 16-bit wide immediates as was in
the original architecture).

3. The average jump length only needed 8 bits for rep-
resentation. So we decided to shorten the immediate
jump length to 16 bits from 20 bits of the original ar-
chitecture. This estimate is still fairly conservative.

4. The values of integral types was within the range be-
tween -7012 and 17664. This indicated that only 16-bit
integral values should suffice in all cases.

Taking clues from the above information, we tried a new
configuration with reduced jump length, shortened immedi-
ate value and fewer comparison operations in the architec-
ture. With fewer instructions and shorter immediates and
jumps, it was possible to re-arrange the instruction coding
and reduce the instruction word length to 24 bits (instead
of the original 32 bits). This immediately led to a saving of
around 20% in code size. We also had some area reduction
in instruction decoding logic and ALU, but it was minimal.
Moreover, the cycle count increase for leaving out the com-
parison instructions was around 18%. So, this configuration
did not seem promising at all.

As an experimental next step, we migrated from 32-bit
to 16-bit ALUs and register files for integral operations fol-
lowing the dynamic value range information. This brought
down the total area of the processor drastically to 8.82 K
gates from 18.81 K gates of the original processor. Since
floating point emulation is difficult to implement with 16-
bit integers, we decided not to retarget the software tools
for this configuration to obtain cycle count figures. Instead,
we decided to use the area savings for implementing a 32-
bit FPU with multiplier, adder, subtracter, comparator and
eight 32-bit floating point registers. With the FPU, the av-
erage cycle count figures per frame came down to 410 K
cycles. At this rate the architecture can decode 38 frames
in 16.31 M cycles i.e. it needs a 16.31 MHz clock. To be on a
safe footing (specially to run files with bit rates higher than
192 kbps), we decided to have a clock of 25 MHz (40 ns).
Using this as a clock period constraint, we ran gate level
synthesis tools to obtain the area and cycle length results
for each intermediate processor configuration.

The final comparison of code size, average cycles per
frame, cycle length and area is summarized in table 2. As
can be readily seen, the final processor’s clock is 16.08 ns
slower than the original, but still meets the cycle length
requirement of 40 ns. Additionally, in terms of cycles per
frame, the final configuration is around 300 times faster than
the original due to the newly added FPU. It also requires
less amount of area (83% of original) and code size (14%
of original). The code size savings are due to two reasons :
migration from 32-bit to 24-bit instruction word and elim-
ination of the floating point emulation routines from the
code.

K cycles/ clock area code size
frame (ns) (K gates) (KB)

original 132,649 23.60 18.81 83.08
w/o compare +

24-bit instr. 156,273 22.07 17.29 66.75
16 bit integer NA 15.29 8.82 NA

with FPU 410 39.68 15.61 11.52

Table 2: Comparison of code size, area, clock length
and cycle counts with various processor configura-
tions

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have introduced a novel profiling tech-

nology for designing application specific processors. The

profiler can be used to accurately analyze the bottlenecks
in designing or customizing ASIPs at the pre-architecture
exploration stage. The application of this profiling technol-
ogy in designing processors for real life applications has also
been demonstrated using a small case study.

Currently, the hints generated from µP need to be man-
ually analyzed and implemented for a processor. In the fu-
ture, the µP can be coupled with a suitable back end so that
the findings from profiling can be fully or semi-automatically
translated to a high level processor architecture specifica-
tion. Another unexplored area is the proper cost model-
ing for accurate estimation of the impact of µP generated
hints without committing the decisions to an ADL model.
This might significantly speed-up the overall design process
through more effective pre-architecture exploration.

The types of profiling information currently collected are
by no way complete. A number of advanced profiling op-
tions such as estimates of maximum heap and stack size
and accesses to global and local variables can be added in
future. This can help designers take more advanced architec-
tural decisions such as the address generation requirements
of a program. Additional case studies with non-RISC and
multiple instruction issue architectures are also necessary
to evaluate the accuracy and usefulness of µP for different
processor classes.
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